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Generating contours in image data, reconstructing digitized signals, and designing scalable fOllls are
only some of the several applications of spline curve fitting techniques. in th.is paper I we generalize
past fitting schemes with conic splines [3, 13, 14, 15] and parametric splines [5, 10, 16J, We exhibit
efficient techniques to deal with cubic algebraic splines (A-splines) achieving fits with small number
of pieces yet higher order of smootlmcssjcontinuity than prior schemes. The cubic A-splines are
continuous cha.ins of cubic implicitly defined algebraic curve segments, f;(x, y) = 0, with J;(x, y) a
bivariate real polynomial, and wilh continuity as high as C 3 at the jundion points between curve
segments.
The primary drawback for the widespread use of splines consisting of implicit algebraic curves
is that a single implicitly defined curve may have several real components (ovals) and can possess
several real singularities. In [2] we show how to isolate a non-singular and single sheeted segment
of implicit algebraic curves and furthermore how to stitch these segments together to form splines.
In this paper we focus on the cases of C2 and C3 cubic A-splines. We provide efficient algorithms
for their use in fitting contour image data, ordered digital signal data, as well as randomly sampled
scattered data sets. Note that parametric cubic splines can only achieve local C2 continuity [6].
Additionally, we derive evaluation formulas for the efficient display of each of these cubic A-splines.
Related Prior Work:
Since 1960's, considerable work on polynomial spline interpolation and approximation has been
done(see [6] for a bibliography). In general, spline interpolation has been viewed as a global
fitting problem to scattered data[3, 5, 10, 13, 14, 15, 16]. Local interpolation by polynomials
and rational functions is an old technique that traces back to Hermite and CauchY[4J. However,
local interpolation by the zero sets of piecewise polynomials (implicit algebraic curve segments)
·This work was supported in part by NSF grants CCR 92-22467, DMS 91-01424, AFOSR grant F49620-93-10138,
NASA grant NAG-I-1473 and a gift from AT&T
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is relatively new[2, 11, 12, 17]. The papers [11 , 12] construct a family of C1 (actually tangent
continuous) and C 2 (actually curvature continuous) cubic algebraic splines. They use the following
reduced form of the cubic F (s, t, u) = as2u+bsu2-cst2-dt2u+estu, with a > 0, b > 0, C > 0, d > 0,
and (s, t, u) in Bernstein-Dezier (BB) coordinates over a triangle and guarantee that the segment
of the curve inside the triangle is convex. Furthermore, their family of curvature continuous curves
[11] can achievc C 2 continuity only if the given data is convex. Their results are a special case of
the present paper, as our cubic A-splines are based on the general implicit cubic, and as we show
can always be made to achieve C3-continuity for arbitrary data, and even C4-continuity for certain
special input data.
2 Notation and Mathematical Preliminaries
Let f(x, y) be a bivariate polynomial of degree n with real coefficients, and Pi = (Xi, Yi)T, i = 0, 1,2
be three affine independent points in the xy-plane(see Figure 2.1). Then the transform
(2.1)
maps f(x,y) into its barycentric coordinatc form g(aO,al,a2) = f(x,y), where 0;:; ao;:; 1, 0 $
al ;:; 1, and ao + aj + 0:2 = 1, Note that g(aO,O'1>U2) can also be written as F(O'O,al) =
g(ao, ai, 1 - 0'0 - 0'1), where (Xl y) and (0'0,0'1) are rclated by
["] [", -"0 x, - "0 ][ao] ["0]y = ~-~ ~-~ 0'1 + ~
The inverse transform of (2.2) is
(2.2)
lao] [YI-YOal - YO-Y2 (2.3)
where ~(PO,Pl,P2) = det [P12 ~l ~o]. In the barycentric coordinate system, g(o:O' 0'1, 0'2) can
be expressed as the BB form (see [7, 9]).
In this paper, we consider C k continuity between adjacent algebraic curve segments. Each
algebraic curve segment f(x, y) = 0 can be expressed locally at (non-singular) junction points in
functional form as cither x = x(y) or y = y(x). C k continuity at the junction points is then
achieved by the matching of derivatives upto order k. Relative to the triangle POPIP2, we use two
local coordinates denoted as (X, Y)(po,PJ) and (X, Y)(P2,PJ)' and which are defined by shifting the
origin of the xv-system to Po and P2 respectively, and then rotating them in such a way that the








Figure 2.1: The triangle and related local systems
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Figure 3.1: Bernstein Bezier Coefficients of a CO Cubic Algebraic Curve
3 A-Splines
We first state some results of arbltrary degree algebraic splines [2] and then specialize to the cases
of C2 and CJ cubic A-splines, the focus of tills paper. Let
n n-] r
F( ) "" b n. ; _i(l )n-H, (la, 0:1 = L.J L.J ij"r "( . .)! QoUJ. - ao - (tl .
;=0 ;=0 to). n - t - J .
(3.1)
be the BB form(see [7]) of F(eto, ad. Since there is constant multiplier to the equation F(ao. ad =
o. We may assume bon = -1 if bon '# O.
Theorem 3.1 [2] For the given polynomial F(ao,n1) defined as (3.1), if there exists an integer
k(O < k < n) such that
bij;?:O, for i=O,l, ...n-j; j::::O,I, ...,k-l (3.2)
bij :::; 0 for i = 0,1, ...n - j; j = k + I, ... , n (3.3)
and 2::i=o biO > 01 2::?;d bij < 0 for at least one j (k < j :::; n), then
3
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Figure 3.3: The two different cases of C l join polygon segments
(i) for any f3 that 0 < fJ < 1, the straight line aa ::::: ,13(1- ad, that pass through PI and the line
segment (PO,P2), intersect the curve F(aO,ul)::::: 0 one and only one time(counting multiplicity)
in the interior of the t1iangle POPIP2.
(ii) The value 0'1 determined by Bj3(O'l)::::: F(P(! - ul),ad::::: 0 in the interior of the triangLe
is an analytic function of p_
Theorem 3.1 guarantees that there is one and only one segment of F(ao1ud::::: a within the
standard Lrlangle. The term "A spline" then denotes a chain of such curve segments with some
continuity at the joining (junction) points. We should mention that the curve F( Qo, Qd = 0 passes
through P1 = (1, of if bOn = O. However, we do not use this part of the curvc. In our applications
in §4 using cubic A-splines, we take b03 to be -1. Figure 3.1 shows the two different possible cases
of cubic A-splines which arc CO at the two base end points of the triangle. (using Theorem 3.1 for
n = 3 and k = 0). In each case there are 7 remaining free degrees of freedom (reduced from the
original 9) which can be used for interpolating and least-squares approximation of additional data
points in the interior of the triangle.
Figure 3.2 shows the case of a cubic A-spline which is C1 at the two base end points of the
triangle. (using Theorem 3.1 for n = 3 and k = 1). In this casc there are 5 remaining free degrees of
freedom (blO,b20,bn,b02,b12) which can be used for interpolating and least-squares approximation
of additional data points in the interior of the triangle.
Two such cubic curves defined over triangles PoPlP2 and P4P3PO can be simply joined with C 1
continuity by either of the two polygon configurations as shown in Figure 3.3.
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4 Fitting with Cubic A-splines
OUf fitting algorithm with C 2 and C3 cubic A-splines is as follows.
Algorithm 1 1. Extract a contour (ordered sel of points) from the given input data. See sub-
section .{.1.
2. Compute breakpoints along the contour. These breakpoints points are the junction points for
the cubic curves which make up the cubic A-spline. See subsection 4.2.
3. Compute derivatives at the junction points using Local divided differences along the contour.
For C2 and C3 continuity one needs upto second and third order derivatives, respectively, at
these junction points. See subsection 4.3.
4. Construct cubic A-spline fits which interpolate the junction points along with the derivatives,
and is least-squares approximate from aU the given data between junction points. See subsec-
tion 4.4.
4.1 Extracting a Contour of Points
For contour extraction from dense image data we follow the following algorithm. The dense image
data is in the form of a two dimensional array of two byte integers, one array for each planar slice
through the object. The value in each cell (pixel) of the array is related to the density of the
scanned object at that point in space. Each array may contain any number of contours, l.e., each
slice may cut the scanned object in multiple places. To locate the contours:
1. scan for a cell on an initial edge,
2. starting at this cell hug the exterior of the cross section working from cell to cell and creating
a list of two dimensional points until the beginning is reached or a dead end is found,
3. if a dead end is found backtrack,
4. if the path closes and the algorithm does not backtrack to the beginning point then smooth
and compress the list of points if necessary.
In our implementation of this algorithm the following heuristic rule was used: if the density
value in a cell c is within range and if the density values of aU the cells surrounding c are within
range, then the cell c is acceptable. The point list is smoothed and compressed by growing segments
that are within a prescribed constant value of the original polyline. An example contour extraction
is shown in the left part of Figure 4.4 from the input MRI (Magnetic Resonance Imaging) image
on the right.
For arbitrarily scattered we use the alpha shape generation algorithm of [8] to extract an
appropriate contour of the given scattered data points.
Examples of this algorithm are shown in Figure 4.5 for an initially unordered set of point data
sampled from a human head profile.
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Figure 4.4: Extracting a contour from dense image data
4.2 Computation of Junction Points
The next step is to compute the junction points around the contour. A curvature adaptive scheme
for the placement of the cubic curve segments is as follows. The points on a unit circle are in
one-to-one correspondence with the normal directions, ( or alternatively the slopes) of the line
segments which make up the polygonal contour. Consider any regular k polygonal subdivision of a
circle and number the k discrete normal directions n of the polygon boundary with integers from
1 to k. See also Figure 4.6.
Now number each line segment of the contour boundary with the integer i if it has the largest
dot product of its normal with the i/h normal of the regular polygon. Under this mapping the k
discrete normal directions on the circle partitions the polygonal contour on a data slice into groups
where the members of a group consist of a connected sequence of line segments having the same
assigned number. The endpoints of groups are the contour (junction) points whose two incident line
segments have distinct assigned numbers. The line segments of each group are then replaced by a
single cubic which C2 or C3-interpolates the group endpoints and the locally computed derivatives
and simultaneously least-squares approximates the contour line segments that originally formed
the group and lies within the junction points. See Figure 4.7 where junction points are computed
for different polygonal subdivisions k of the unit circle. The C 2 and C 3 interpolation of the
pair of endpoints and locally computed derivatives, by cubic A-splines are explained in the next
subsections. If the least-squares approximation yields a poor error bound then additional cubics
can be used to achleve a better bound. This operation is of course local to the the group and can be
achieved by selectively refining the regular polygon edge corresponding to that group, replacing that
edge by two or more edges inscribed in the circular arc subtended by that edge. The newly created
normal directions are now mapped to the polygonal contour splitting the group into sub-groups.
















Figure 4.6: A regular subdivision of the space of normals on a planar contour
4.3 Generating Derivatives at Junction Points
There aTe various forms of divided-difference methods that extract geometric information around a
junction point, from a given list of points [6]. Consider a sequence of points· .. l Pi-2,Pi-l,Pi,Pi+l,Pi+2, ...
around the junction point Pi and an imaginary power series C(t) from which, we assume, the digi-
tized points near Pi arise, and whose parameter value is t = 0 for Pi- Then, the tangent vector of
C(t) at t = 0 can be approximated by the approximation:
C'(O) '"
+
where Uj = d' t( distfr d\'t(l ) and dist(*. *) is the distance between two points.
IS Pi,Pi+l + IS Pi_l,Pi




bJpi = }(dist(;i,Pi+Jl(Pi+1 - Pi)
+ 1.. (p. _ p. 1)) if J. > 0dist(Pi_I,Pi) I ,-
Using this divide-difference operator, a truncated power series is represented as Ci(t) = l:!.°pi +
f:).lp;t + f:).2 pit2 + ... + l:!.kp;tk . The higher order derivatives are the junction points are then
approximated bye' (0), e" (0), elll (0), etc.
4.4 Exact and Least-Squares Fitting with C2 and C3 cubic A-splines
We shall use transform (2.1)-(2.3). Consider a e1 cubic algebraic curve segment defined over a












Figure 4.7: Junction Points and Cubic A-spline Fits
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Figure 4.8: Bernstein Bezier Coefficients of a C2 Cubic Algebraic Curve
-o:i + blOCl:o(1- 0'0 - at? +b2011'6(1- 0'0 - al)
+bozar(1- aD - 01) +b12uoar +bn O!OQl(1- 0:0 - al) (4.4)
with
blO > 0, b20 > 0, b02 :$ 0, b12 ~ 0















(4.8)(if b12 = 0)



















4.4.1 C 2 Continuity
First, we require from (4.5) and (4.6) that
(2)
0'00 :2: 0, (4.9)
Then for the local coordinate system we need to have
(4.10)
That is, for each segment of the polygon where two curve segments join, we have two inequalities.
We must show that these inequalities are consistent as both are related to the same second derivative
value. We djscuss the consistency problem by considering two join configurations of P4P3PO and
10
POP1Pz of Figure 3.3. We call these a Ca.'>c(a)-join and a Case(b).joln, respectively. Note that for a
Case(a)-join nT(p2 - Po)· nT(p'1 - Po) < 0; and for a Ca.'>c(b)-join nT(p2 - Po)· nT(p4 - po) > o.
I. If Po, the join point of P4P3PO and PoPlPz, is a Case(a)-join, then (4.5), (4.6) require that
- X(~1,pd.6.(PO,P3,P4):::: 0 (4.11)
If X((2) ) i:- 0, then by (4.10) and (4.11) we need to have .6.(Po,Pl,Pz)Li.(PO,P3,P..) < O. Unfortu-
~~l -
nate1y, this is not true (see (4.15) in the following). Sjnce
and
we have
P3 - Po = {3(Pl - Po), {3 < 0
"'(PO,P3,P4) = (X4 - xo)(Y, - Yo) - (X3 - XO)(Y4 - Yo)
{3nT (p4 - Po)
"'(PO,PhP2) (X2 - XO)(Yl - Yo) - (x, - XO)(Y2 - Yo)





"'(PO,P3,P4)"'(PO,P"P2) = {3nT(p4 - Po)· nT(p2 - Po) > 0 (4.15)
The'efme (4.10) and (4.11) hold jff X«(2) ) = o.
PO,PI
II. If Po is of a Case(b)-join, then (4.5), (4.6) reqwre that -xg!,pd.6.(P4,P3,PO) ::; O. Then by
(4.10) we need to have Li.(po,Pl,PZ).6.(P4,Pa,Po) 2:: O. Since .6.(P4,Pa,Po) = -.6.(Po,Pa,P4), we have
by (4.13), (4.14) that
Algorithm 2 1. Let {qiV®"+1}~o form a C1 polygonal contour of the junction points. Specify
the second derivative values such that X((2? _) = 0 ifqi is ofa Case(a)-join, or X((2) _).6.(qj, Vi,qi+d ~
~~ ~~
oif qi is of a Case(b)-joinfor i = 1,2, ... , m, and X(2) ).6.(qo, Vo, qO+I) ~ 0, X((2) ).6.(qm, Vm, qm+l) SqO,VO qm+I,Vm-
o.
2. Next b02 and b12 are determined by (1.6).
3. The three remaining degrees oj freedom blO > 0, b20 > 0 and bIl , are used to least-squares
approximate the given data within the triangle.
4.4.2 C 3 Continuity
For cubics already satisfying a C 2 join condition, now we go further and show how to achieve C 3
continuity locally. Let P4P3PO and POPlP2 be two adjacent segments of the polygon that C 1 join at
Po (see Figure 3.3).
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Figure 4.9: Bernstein Bezier Coefficients of a C3 Cubic Algebraic Curve
Tills requires that
XI~;,,,)Il(po'Pl'P2)> 0 (4.17)
The other inequality related to the point Po is X1
(3
) )6.(PO,P3,P4) > o. That is, we need to
PO,P3
have .6.(PO,Pl,P2).6.(PO,P3,P4) > 0 because XI(3) ) = XI(3) ). This of course is true(see (4.15) ).PO ,PI PO,P3
Therefore C 3 continuity is guaranteed by setting x1(3) ) as (4.17) in tills case.
PO,P1
B. H po is of a Case(b)-join, we first show that it is impossible to acilleve C 3 by taking X(
12) ):::: O.
PO,PI
Because in tills case, we require from (4.7) that X(13) )Ll(P4,P3,PO) < 0 in addition to (4.17). Hence
PO,P3
.6.(PO,Pl,P2).6.(P<l,P3,PO) < 0 a contradiction to (4.16). Now suppose X(~;'PI) '# O,1.e., by (4.6),
(4.18)
then by (4.16), -Xgl,PI)6.(P4,P3,PO) < O. Hence C 2 continuity is guaranteed at Po from the
discussion in the previous subsection. Now we take X
I
(3) ) such that blO and b20 are positive.PO,P1
From (4.6) and (4.7), we have
(
(3) (2) ) (2)
0'00 a oo 0'00-6- - 2 blO :::: 1 - bll - 2-, (
(3) (2) ) (2)
0'02 0'02 0'02-6- - -2- b20 :::: -1- bll2 (4.19)
In order to make blO and b20 positive, we have the following inequalities
{
("
1- bll 5in... > 0± (3) 0,)















Figure 4.10: The feasible domain D
(4.22)
(4.23)
For each segment of polygon, there is one parameter bn to be determined. This parameter can
be used to interpolate some point in the least square sense within the triangle, or to achieve C"
continuity.
If we take bII :$ 0, then by (4.18), we know that the first inequality of +(4.21)(take + sign) and
the first inequality of -(4.23) (take - sign) are always true. Hence the feasible domain for D z and
D3 is determined at po by
h - 2(pl-pO,pO-p2} b - 1 2{p-PO,P4-PO} b 1 LtD D( )were al - h( )' 1 - II II' a2 = A( ), 2 = II II" e = PO,PllP2,P3,P4L.>lPO,PI,P2 PI Po '"" P4,P3,PO P3 PO
be the feasible domain for D 2 and D 3 which depends on Po, PllP2, P3 and P4. Then only for
(PI - Po,P, - Po) > 0, {P3 - Po,P, - Po} > 0
D is a non-empty set. For .6..(POIPl,P2) > O(hence D2 > 0) and ~(PO,Pl,P2) < O(hence D 2 < 0),
the feasible domains D for D2 and D3 are shown as Fig. 4.1O.a and Fjg. 4.10.b, respectively.
Algorithm 3 1. Let {qiVi'Qi+I}y,;O form a C I polygon of the junction points and assume (v;-
qi, qi+! - qd > 0, (Vj_l - qi, qi-l - qi) > 0 if 1 ~ i ~ m. At each junction point qi
(i = 0, 1, ... , m +1), satisfy the second and thi"d order derivatives as follows(reym'd qi, 'Vi, qi+l
as PO,PhP2 for i ?: 0 and qi-I, Vi_I, qi as P4.,P3,PO for i ~ m + 1):
13
raj X(2_) .) = 0, .:\:'((3.) 0) satisfy {-I.11} if qi is of a easeful-join and 1 :::; i :::; m.
q"v, q"v, I I'
(b) X((2) .)"'(q;,vi,qi+l) > D, X«(2) .) and X((3) .) satisfy bath +(4.21) and -(4.23' I.e.,q, ,v, q, ,v, q, ,v, I
(D 2l Da) E D(qi, Vi, qiH, Vi-I, qi-t) if qi is oj a Case(b)-join and 1 :::; i :::; m.
(e) For i = 0 and i = m + 1, X((2) ).6.(qO' vo, qo+d ~ 0, X«(2) ).6.(qm, vm• qm+d :::; 0,qo,va qm+l.Vm
and X((3) ) and X«(3) ) satisfy +(4.21) and -(4.22), 1'espectively.
QO,vO Qm+l,1Jm
2. Then blO and b20 are determined by (1.19); b02 and b12 are dete1'1nined by (4.6) and the
remaining single degree oJ freedom bn :::; 0 is chosen by least-squares approximation of the
given data points interior to the triangle.
5 Examples
Figure 5.11 shows several examples of contour model reconstructions using C 2 and C3 cubic A-
splines using the algorithms of the previous scctions. All implementations were made in our X-ll
windows based algebraic curvcs and surfaces toolklt called GANITH [1].
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